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Artificial Intelligence (“AI”) could be understood as information gathered through the use of technical machines
that focus on cognition.[1] At the micro-level, some examples of AI collecting devices include emotional detection tools,
[2]numberplate recognition devices, social network analysis devices, and – most known – Facial Recognition Technologies.
[3] Facial Recognition Technologies (“FRT”) compile and analyze human faces and are often used to build complex systems
of identification and tracking.[4] AI and FRT have been employed by various industries, including the advertising industry,[5]
the government,[6] and the criminal legal system.[7]
Proponents of the use of FRT in law enforcement suggest that the use of facial recognition technologies may
assist in crime reduction by helping identify individuals suspected of violating the law.[8] However, the use of AI and FRT is
not immune from error. In a 2019 study sponsored by the United States Department of Commerce, the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (“NIST”) studied 189 software algorithms from 99 developers on the ability of an algorithm
behind a FRT program to either match an individual’s picture across two distinct platforms, or match an individual’s picture

to any finding in a database.[9] The research took into consideration age, sex, and either race or country of birth, and assessed
how each algorithm performed on images of people from various groups. Pertinently, the findings suggested a wide range of
accuracy and found: (1) with one-to-one matching, there were higher rates of false positives for Asian and African American
faces when compared to Caucasians; (2) the United States-developed algorithms demonstrated similarly high rates of false
positives in one-to-one matching for Asians, African Americans, and Native groups; and (3) as to the one-to-many matching,
there were higher rates of false positives for African American females.[10]
The breadth of the study must be confined by noting that there was a large amount of different algorithms being
tested; accordingly, different algorithms performed differently. The findings do not seem to suggest an outright abandonment
of such technology, but rather point to the discrepancies that must be accounted for – particularly when considering civil
liberties.
Emphasizing the horrendous abuse and negligent reliance associated with FRT is the case of Mr. Robert JulianBorchack Williams, a Black man who was arrested outside his home in Detroit after a detective used a FRT that incorrectly
identified him.[11] Mr. Williams was arrested in front of his wife and children after a surveillance image from 2018 identified
him as a perpetrator behind video recorded watch thefts.[12] Notably, a detective involved admitted, “the computer got it
wrong.”[13]
The NIST study and Mr. Williams’ case support the contention that the use of AI and FRT must be scrutinized,
yet it is unclear whether a universal standard or principle will be used to guide usage, or whether distinct governing bodies
and courts will respond. Until now, the former appears too idealistic – yet it does appear that principles have been published
that fall in line with adherence to a universal standard.[14] The latter has been gaining momentum. For example, legislative
actions across several towns, cities, and states, including California and Massachusetts, have banned the government’s use of
face recognition.[15] Most recently, both chambers of the state legislature in Maine unanimously passed a bill rejecting
biased surveillance technologies.[16] As patch work legislation has begun to gain momentum, federal legislation, titled the
Facial Recognition and Biometric Technology Moratorium Act of 2020,[17] has been introduced to prevent the government
from using facial recognition tools. The legislation would: (1) prohibit the use of facial recognition technology by federal
entities; (2) prohibit the use of other biometric technologies; (3) condition federal funding to state and local entities based on
their own moratoria of biometric technologies (which includes FRTs); (4) prohibit the use of federal money on biometric
surveillance technologies; (5) prohibit the use of information collected via such technologies in violation of the act in judicial
proceedings; (6) provide a right of action for people whose rights have been violated as a result of violating the act; and (7)
allow states and localities to enact their own laws regarding the use of biometric technologies.[18]
The legislation passed in several states and the Facial Recognition and Biometric Technology legislation all
recognize the pitfalls of relying on facial recognition devices and lay out concrete steps to remedy its potentially abusive use.
Whether states begin implementing protective legislation against the use of facial recognition technology partly depends on
educating the populace of its detrimental consequences, not just a focus on the potential “benefits.”
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